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1. Introduction

The management of QoS in cellular mobile networks remains connection-oriented in many cases: when QoS differentiation is targeted, the general solution proposed by most existing cellular mobile standards consists in establishing several tunnels (e.g. bearers), one per class of service, between the mobile terminal (e.g. UE) and the wireless Access Point (e.g. NodeB, eNB).
The packets are then positioned into the various tunnels, depending on various criteria, for instance on the required QoS of the corresponding application. Adapted QoS treatments are then applied on the overall tunnels, according to the characteristics of the established bearers, but not at the packet level. In other words: even if an IP packet is marked (e.g. using DSCP marking) as being of high priority, this information inside the packet is not taken into account to schedule the packet over the radio interface, only the bearer that the packet belongs to matters.

These tunnels are moreover in general extended up to an aggregation point in the network (e.g. GGSN, PDN-GW). Packet-oriented QoS management may however be applied over the fixed portion of the network, although tunnels are present.

This connection-oriented model was inherited from TDM-based transport, and it was well adapted to early mobile data services deployments when the amount of data exchanged was low. It now raises important questions considering the high volumes and variability of mobile data traffic to be handled by most of mobile network operators generated by smartphones applications.

In addition, managing the QoS of mobile networks using a connection-oriented model has clearly some drawbacks, such as: problems of scalability of the architecture due to the number of tunnels to be maintained simultaneously, additional signaling traffic required to establish or modify the parameters of the tunnels, time to establish or modify a tunnel, etc.

In this draft, we introduce the concepts of a packet-oriented QoS management model applicable to a wireless Access Point, referred to as "IP aware Access Point", which can be considered as an alternative approach to the existing connection-oriented model. Note however that both models could be simultaneously deployed: a connection-oriented model could be used for managed ISP services when signaling traffic is exchanged prior to starting the service (a typical example might be managed VoLTE), while a packet-oriented model could be suitable to differentiate among the other services (e.g. Internet services), thanks to proper DSCP marking/remarking (according to the QoS policy enforced in the ISP-operated DiffServ domain).

It is expected that this model be applicable to both licensed and unlicensed wireless networks (such as Wi-Fi).
2. Conventions used in this document

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC-2119 [RFC2119].

In this document, these words will appear with that interpretation only when in ALL CAPS. Lower case uses of these words are not to be interpreted as carrying RFC-2119 significance.

AP: Access Point
CQI: Channel Quality Indicator
DSCP: Differentiated Services Code Point
eNB: evolved NodeB
GGSN: Gateway GPRS Support Node
Mifi: Mobile Wi-Fi
NB: NodeB
PDN-GW: Packet Data Network Gateway
PF: Proportional Fair
RB: Resource Block
TTI: Transmission Time Interval
UE: User Equipment
VoLTE: Voice over LTE

3. Concepts and architecture

Introducing a packet-oriented model in mobile networks is expected to simplify QoS management by leveraging the experience and current practice in fixed IP networks and permitting consistent operations over all network segments. Indeed, it simply reuses proven (and standard) mechanisms of fixed IP networks. It also solves most of the drawbacks of the connection-oriented approach. Finally, it
allows for global seamless offers over various wireline and wireless accesses.

The proposed packet-oriented QoS management model consists in the following main principles (the description below applies mainly to the downstream direction, i.e. from the wireless AP to the terminal, but can be extended to the upstream direction, i.e. from the terminal to the wireless AP):

- There is no need for establishing several tunnels to allow differentiated QoS treatments; multiple classes of service are defined for this purpose independently of the tunnels, allowing differentiated QoS treatments inside the same tunnel, which may be maintained for mobility purposes if needed.

- The packets SHOULD be marked or re-marked properly at the ingress of the DiffServ domain corresponding to the mobile network, according to the applicable criteria (which may depend on the type of service, agreement between parties, etc.). The DSCP field in the header of the IP packets MUST be used for this purpose. This marking SHOULD be maintained transparently up to the IP aware Access Point. Depending on the applicable scenario, the DSCP marking function MAY be located in any upstream point from the IP aware access point, including the traffic source.

- The IP aware wireless Access Point MUST classify the packets based on the marking indicated in each packet and differentiated treatments are applied on a packet-per-packet basis. The packets with the highest priority SHOULD for instance be positioned in a high priority queue, which is served first when radio resources are allocated to the terminal.

Figure 1 below illustrates the proposed packet-oriented QoS management model, with an example where 3 classes have been configured in the IP aware Access Point (e.g. one for traffic requiring low delay/jitter, one for traffic requiring low packet loss, and one for Best Effort traffic). Note that the IP layer at the IP aware Access Point MAY NOT implement a full IP layer (e.g. only the DSCP marking in the IP header MUST be analyzed to classify the packets into the relevant queues, but the forwarding of the packets MAY be based on traditional relaying functions between the tunnel on fixed network and the radio layers).
4. IP aware wireless Access Point behavior

The IP aware Access Point MUST take into account the DSCP/ToS field of each packet prior to the transmission over the radio segment. For this purpose, an IP multiplexing stage (i.e. an IP queuing system) is added before the radio scheduler. This two-level scheduling process can be implemented through various algorithms. In some cases, it is relevant to consider a model which associates one set of IP queues to each terminal (see for instance the model in section 6.1).
In this draft, we distinguish two main types of behavior for the IP aware Access Point:

- **Intra-bearer arrangements**: the allocation of radio resources is independent of the traffic mix waiting for transmission; in this case, radio resources allocated to a given user are determined by a basic radio scheduler which generally takes into account the radio conditions (e.g. algorithm based on Proportional Fairness). The addition of an IP priority queuing system per user before the radio scheduler (without influencing it) allows prioritizing the sensitive flows of a given user against his own other flows when populating the radio frame.

- **Inter-bearer arrangements**: the allocation of the radio resources depends on the traffic mix waiting for transmission; in this case, the radio resources allocated to one UE not only depend on the radio conditions of the UE, but also on the traffic mix offered to the IP queuing system. This traffic mix is defined through the DSCP of its constitutive packets. Several approaches are possible (e.g. weighting the allocation according to the prioritized traffic volume / priority queue backlog, ensuring a maximum latency for certain classes, etc.)

The first case (intra-bearer arrangement) is expected to be useful for multi-tasking users (e.g. user running several applications simultaneously, for instance in case of tethering terminals or acting as Mifi access point). This model is further detailed in section 6.1 of this document.

The second case (inter-bearer arrangement) targets real time applications with stringent QoS constraints. This model is further detailed in section 6.2 of this document.

5. Extension to upstream traffic

A future version of this draft will provide some details on the usage of the mechanism for upstream traffic.

Note that some solutions, such as the model described in section 6.1 of this document, are already applicable to upstream traffic without changes in the mobile terminal.
6. Examples of possible models

The following sections provide examples of applicable models for intra-bearer and inter-bearer arrangements. It should be noted that these models are considered as examples only (mainly as references for simulation activity), and that actual implementations may differ from them.

6.1. Model for intra-bearer arrangement

In this section, we describe the intra-bearer arrangement model. The aim of this model is to prioritize the sensitive flows of one UE against its own other flows without modifying the radio resources allocated to this UE. As a consequence, the good properties of the scheduling algorithm are preserved (e.g. trade-off between UE fairness and cell throughput), thus preserving the cell throughput capacity.

As mentioned before, the "IP aware Access Point" MUST take into account the DSCP/ToS field, therefore an IP layer MUST be added on the eNB side, which is not the current practice in most existing cellular networks. In the present model, it is assumed that the marking procedure is performed upstream from the eNB.

On the "IP aware Access Point" side, a two-level scheduler is implemented when considering an intra-bearer arrangement:

The first level consists in an IP priority queuing system composed of "n" finite queues per UE (DiffServ model — one queue per level of QoS). These queues are operated according to a non-preemptive service policy. This means that if one or more high priority packets arrive when a packet of lower priority is served, the high priority packets will be served only after the current service of a low priority packet is complete. For the sake of simplicity, we propose the use of a strict priority policy between queues, but other policies are also possible, such as weighted fair queuing/weighted round robin. The service rate of this IP queuing system is constant during each TTI (Transmission Time Interval). It is calculated for each UE at each TTI by the second level described hereafter.

The second level is a radio scheduler which shares the available radio resources (e.g. RB — Resources Block in LTE) between the UEs.
Different scheduling algorithms are possible for the allocation of radio resources depending on the optimization criteria (delay, throughput, etc., or trade-off between some of these criteria). On the present model, Proportional Fair (PF) scheduler, without any modification, is suggested because it offers a good trade-off between cell throughput and fairness between UEs, and because it is the basis of many scheduler implementations in base stations. PF assigns the available radio resources to UEs every TTI (Transmission Time Interval), regardless of the first level queuing process described above. The PF scheduler algorithm takes into account the radio conditions (e.g. CQI - Channel Quality Indicator in LTE) provided by each UE.

6.2. Models for inter-bearer arrangement

A future version of this draft will provide some details on the applicable models for inter-bearer arrangements.

7. Security Considerations

<Add any security considerations>

8. IANA Considerations

<Add any IANA considerations>
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Abstract

The IETF has defined a wide range of transport protocols over the past three decades. However, the majority of these have failed to find traction within the Internet. This has left developers with little choice but to use TCP and UDP for most applications. In many cases the developer isn’t interested in which transport protocol they should use. Rather they are interested in the set of services that the protocol provides to their application. TCP provides a very rich set of transport services, but offers no flexibility over which services can be used. By contrast, UDP provides a minimal set of services.

As a consequence many developers have begun to write application-level transport protocols that operate on top of UDP and offer them some of the flexibility they are looking for. We believe that this highlights a real problem: applications would like to be able to specify the services they receive from the transport protocol, but currently transport protocols are not defined in this fashion. There is an additional problem relating to how to ensure new protocols are able to be adopted within the Internet, but that is beyond the scope of this problem statement.
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1. Introduction

The IETF has defined a wide array of transport protocols including UDP [RFC0768], TCP [RFC0793], SCTP [RFC4960], UDP-Lite [RFC3828], DCCP [RFC4340] and MPTCP [RFC6824]. In most cases new protocols have been defined because the IETF has established that there is a need for a set of behaviours than cannot be offered by any existing transport protocol.
However, for an application programmer, using protocols other than TCP or UDP can be hard: not all protocols are available everywhere, hence a fall-back solution to TCP or UDP must be implemented. Some protocols provide the same services in different ways. Layering decisions must be made (e.g. should a protocol be used natively or over UDP?). Because of these complications, programmers often resort to either using TCP (even if there is a mismatch between the services provided by TCP and the services needed by the application) or implementing their own customised solution over UDP, and the opportunity of benefiting from other transport protocols is lost. Since all these protocols were developed to provide services that solve particular problems, the inability of applications to make use of them is in itself a problem.

We believe this mismatch between the application layer and transport layer can be addressed in a simple fashion. If the socket interface provided a way for applications to request transport services without specifying the protocol, a transport system underneath the socket API could automatically try to make the best of its available resources. It could use available transport protocols in a way that is most beneficial for applications and without the application needing to worry about problems with middlebox traversal. Adopting this approach could give more freedom for diversification to designers of Operating Systems.

2. Transport Services

The transport layer provides many services both to the end application (e.g. multiplexing, flow control, ordering, reliability) and to the network (e.g. congestion control). For the purposes of this document we define Transport Services as follows:

- A Transport Service is any service provided by the transport layer that can only be correctly implemented with information from the application.

The key word here is "information" -- many existing transport protocols function perfectly adequately because the choice of protocol implicitly includes information about the desired transport capabilities. For instance the choice of TCP implies a desire for reliable, in-order data delivery. However we think that such implicit information is not always sufficient. The rest of this section explains how we propose to identify Transport Services and how those services might then be exposed to the application.

2.1. Identifying Transport Services
One of the key aspects of this work is how to actually identify which Transport Services should be supported. The top-down approach to this would be to identify every possible service that popular applications might need. The problem with this method is that every potential service becomes an item for debate, and it is likely that such an approach would grind on indefinitely. Instead we intend to use a bottom-up approach where we establish the set of services that have already been published in RFCs coming from the Transport Area. This way, much of the discussion about the need to specify these services has already taken place, and it is unnecessary to re-visit those discussions. It is our hope that this approach will lead to identifying a set of service primitives that can be combined to offer a rich set of services to the application.

2.2. Exposing Transport Services

These Transport Services would be exposed to the application via an API. The definition of such an API and the functionality underneath the API are strictly beyond the scope of this problem statement. However in order to show that this is not just an abstract idea we briefly describe three possible approaches.

One approach could be to develop a transport system that fully operates inside the Operating System. This transport system would provide all the defined services for which it can use TCP as a fall-back at the expense of efficiency (e.g., TCP’s reliable in-order delivery is a special case of reliable unordered delivery, but it may be less efficient). To test whether a particular transport is available it could take the Happy Eyeballs [I-D.wing-tsvwg-happy-eyeballs-sctp] approach proposed for SCTP -- if the SCTP response arrives too late then the connection just uses TCP and the SCTP association information could be cached so that a future connection request to the same destination IP address can automatically use it.

Polyversal TCP [PVTCP] offers another possible approach. This starts by opening a TCP connection and then attempts to establish other paths using different transports. The TCP connection ensures there’s always a stable fallback. Having established the initial connection, PVTCP can then use service requests coming through setsockopt() to select the most appropriate transport from the available set.

Another approach could be to always rely on UDP only, and develop a whole new transport protocol above UDP which provides all the services, using a single UDP port. Instead of falling back to TCP, this transport system could return an error in case there is no other instance of the transport system available on the other side; the first packets could be used to signal which service is being
requested to the other side (e.g., unordered delivery requires the receiving end to be aware of it).

3. Why Now?

So why do we need to deal with this issue now? There are several answers. Firstly, after several decades of dominance by various flavours of TCP and UDP (plus limited deployment of SCTP [RFC4960]), transport protocols are undergoing significant changes. Recent standards allow for parallel usage of multiple paths (MPTCP [RFC6824] and CMT-SCTP [I-D.tuexen-tsvwg-sctp-multipath]) while other standards allow for scavenger-type traffic LEDBAT [RFC6817]. What sets these apart from e.g. DCCP [RFC4340] is that they have already seen deployment in the wild -- one of the Internet's most popular applications, BitTorrent, uses LEDBAT and MPTCP is already seeing deployment in major operating systems [Bonaventure-Blog]. Meanwhile there is a trend towards tunnelling transports inside UDP -- SCTP over DTLS over UDP is now being shipped with a popular browser in order to support WebRTC [RFC6951][I-D.ietf-tsvwg-sctp-dtls-encaps] while RTMFP [I-D.thornburgh-adobe-rtmfp] and QUIC [QUIC] are recent examples of transport protocols that are implemented over UDP in user space. In a similar vane, Minion [I-D.iyengar-minion-protocol] is a proposal to realise some SCTP-like services with a downwards-compatible extension to TCP.

All of a sudden, application developers are faced with a heterogeneous, complex set of protocols to choose from. Every protocol has its pro’s and con’s, but often the reasons for making a particular choice depend not on the application’s preferences but on the environment (e.g., the choice of Minion vs. SCTP would depend on whether SCTP could successfully be used on a given network path). Choosing a protocol that isn’t guaranteed to work requires implementing a fall-back method to e.g. TCP, and making the best possible choice at all times may require sophisticated network measurement techniques. The process could be improved by using a cache to learn which protocols previously worked on a path, but this wouldn’t always work in a cloud environment where virtual machines can and do migrate between physical nodes.

We therefore argue that it is necessary to provide mechanisms that automate the choice and usage of the transport protocol underneath the API that is exposed to applications. As a first step towards such automation, we need to define the services that the transport layer should expose to an application (as opposed to today’s typical choice of TCP and UDP).

4. Security Considerations
While security could be seen as a Transport Service, we prefer to view it as an intrinsic function of the transport layer. In many cases it is essential for the transport connection to be secure (for instance where confidential data is being transferred across the connection). Even where data security is not essential, connection-level security is desirable in all but fully trusted environments. So unless connections actively choose not to be secure, we would expect them to use TLS [RFC5246].

5. IANA Considerations

This document makes no request to IANA although in future an IANA register of Transport Services may be required.

6. Conclusions

After decades of relative stagnation the last few years have seen many new transport protocols being developed and adopted in the wild. This evolution has been driven by the changing needs of application developers and has been enabled by moving transport services into the application or by tunnelling over an underlying UDP connection.

Application developers are now faced with a genuine choice of different protocols with no clear mechanism for choosing between them. At the same time, the still-limited deployment of some protocols means that the developer must always provide a fall-back to an alternative transport if they want to guarantee the connection will work. This is not a sustainable state of affairs and we believe that in future a new transport API will be needed that provides the mechanisms to facilitate the choice of transport protocol. The first step towards this is to identify the set of Transport Services that a transport protocol is able to expose to the application. We propose doing this in a bottom-up fashion, starting from the list of services available in transport protocols that are specified in RFCs.
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